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Board member shares experiences of NRECA International travels

Co-op principle effects change in lives around world

For more than 50 years, NRECA International, a
philanthropic organization established by the National
Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA), has

helped provide electricity to developing countries. The
organization’s work has given more than 120 million people
in 43 developing countries access to safe, affordable and
reliable electricity, leading to improved education, water
access, healthcare, safety and economic opportunities.
NRECA International gets its support from 300 NRECA
member cooperatives that contribute time, money and
materials for the organization’s projects. Volunteers have
reported that they are often changed by the experience and
become more committed to continuing the co-op legacy.

Perry Rubart, Sunﬂower Board member representing
Pioneer Electric Cooperative, represented Kansas
cooperatives in Washington, D.C., as a member of the
NRECA board for 10 years. For seven years of his NRECA
board tenure, Rubart served on the international committee
that oversees work in countries that have little or no electric
power. Rubart’s ﬁrst-hand account of experiences in his
role (read below) reveals the critical need for the installation
of electric infrastructure, made possible by NRECA
International in communities abroad.

While in Nicaragua, I was a member of a group that went to a rural school that had
just been hooked to the power grid. We watched the children as they sat at their
homemade desks when the power was turned on. I had never seen such joy and
amazement as I saw on the children’s faces. A whole new world had come to them.
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A man standing nearby kept trying to get those in my group to go to a nearby
village to see the well that he and his wife had dug. When we arrived at his house,
his wife was cranking a bucket of water with a homemade wooden spool nailed
to wood pallets. A ﬁve-gallon plastic bucket ﬁlled with water ﬁnally came to the
surface. As the woman dumped the water into a plastic barrel, other villagers
gathered around to ﬁll their own buckets.
The woman told us how she and her husband had dug the deep well, an open hole
about three feet across. “He would get into the ﬁve-gallon bucket, and I would lower
him down the hole. When he had a bucket full of dirt and rock, I cranked it up to
dump the bucket and then lowered the bucket back down to him.”
According to the woman, her husband had difﬁculty getting enough oxygen when
the well got deep. However, the couple wasn’t whipped. They got a bicycle pump
that had a foot pedal attached to it, they attached a small, plastic tube to the pump,
and then the wife used the pedal to pump air down into the hole. At 145 feet, the
villagers ﬁnally struck a vein of water, which supplied the whole village with water.
My next trip was to the Philippines. Most of our work there was done by hand, as
the countryside was rough, and we had no pole trucks. One co-op subsidized its
employees’ wages with a sack of rice each month. An underground cable stretching
along the bottom of the ocean to another island 10 miles away was the only source
of power.
I also traveled to Haiti. The ﬁrst thing I saw was garbage piled in heaps along the
streets. I learned that the country’s main crop is sugarcane. It is harvested by hand,
and its juice is pressed out into plastic barrels before they are shipped to Cuba to
make rum.

Legislators learn about electric industry, Co-ops Vote campaign
Sunﬂower staff continue to advocate
on behalf of Members who supply
electricity in western, central Kansas
Sunﬂower, Kansas Electric Cooperatives (KEC) and
Wheatland Electric Cooperative hosted events for Kansas
legislators on Oct. 3. Thirteen western Kansas legislators,
along with representatives from Sunﬂower’s Member
organizations, attended the events.
The morning agenda gave attendees the opportunity
to tour the Sunﬂower facility in Garden City, as well
as Holcomb Station. Participants also watched a
transmission safety demonstration. Stuart Lowry,
Sunﬂower CEO and president, gave an update on the
cooperative’s projects and challenges.
“The electric industry is ever changing, and the changing
nature of our business brings with it both opportunities
and challenges,” Lowry said. “Rural electric cooperatives
have unique matters to address due to location and
population density. It’s important that we are proactive
in addressing those matters so that we can continue to
provide reliable energy to our Members and those they
serve. We certainly appreciate the legislators taking time
out of their busy schedules to visit our facilities and get an
update on our electric system.”

Outside the school was a water hydrant that was hooked to a water line several
miles away. It had no water pressure twice a week, as it served several villages. A
woman and her two daughters were ﬁlling containers at the well. They placed the
containers on their heads and walked without touching the containers. The mother
explained that they were from a village seven miles away. I learned the water in
their village was not safe to drink, so they walked to this well for water.
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Electric cooperatives abide by seven cooperative principles,
one being “concern for community.” Lineman from across
the United States exempliﬁed this principle recently when
they provided mutual aid to hurricane-ravaged states,
particularly Texas and Florida. Electric cooperatives’
concern for others doesn’t stop at U.S. borders; it extends
to countries around the world.

. . . energy done right

In the Philippines, a new roll of conductor represents hope for a better way of life with the electriﬁcation
of a community. Serving as a non-proﬁt corporation, NRECA International is committed to improving
the quality of life for rural communities in developing economies by providing access to reliable and
affordable electricity. (Photo contributed by Perry Rubart)

During our travels we visited a city where people drew water from a river. That
water was used for drinking and washing clothes, even though sewage dumped
into it. A co-op from Minnesota donated a generator, and linemen traveled there to
build three blocks of line in the middle of town. The generator ran only 10 hours a
day. Fuel had to be hauled in barrels from 50 miles away on dirt roads.
I found that the Dominican Republic was much better off. At least it had a few new
electric lines.
The stories of hardship and hope for a better future go on and on.
Traveling in the poorest of countries made me so thankful to live and work in
America. It also made me value even more the rural electriﬁcation made possible
by the REA in the United States. It is important that NRECA International continues
to help people who don’t have access to electric power. Their work certainly betters
the lives of our neighbors abroad.
Cooperative employees can get involved in the work of NRECA International by going to http://www.
nrecainternational.coop/get-involved/volunteer/ for information.

Explaining the history of Wheatland Electric Cooperative to Kansas legislators, Bruce Mueller (left), general manager, points to one of the
co-op’s historical photos displayed in the Garden City ofﬁce. The ofﬁce stop was part of a legislative tour, which included Sunﬂower’s Holcomb
Station and Garden City Complex. (Second from left to right) Sen. Rick Billinger (R-Goodland), Sen. Bud Estes (R-Dodge City), Rep. Leonard
Mastroni (R-LaCrosse), Rep. Boyd Orr (R-Fowler), and Rep. Russ Jennings (R-Lakin) were among the 13 legislators who attended the Oct. 3
tour.

Lowry reviewed the status of several projects and
discussed the struggles associated with having more
wind energy in the system than demand for electricity.
He also noted that Sunﬂower and Mid-Kansas will
continue to advocate on behalf of our Members so that
local ratepayers are not unduly burdened by the cost of
transmission to move wind energy to other regions of the
country.

Wheatland Electric Cooperative workers
demonstrate electric safety for area legislators
during the Co-ops Vote event at Wheatland’s
ofﬁce in Garden City on Oct. 3.

In the afternoon, KEC and Wheatland hosted a Co-ops
Vote event, one of six such events involving 20 Kansas
electric cooperatives. Although 2017 is not an election
year, KEC continues to build on the success of last year’s
Co-ops Vote events to give co-op staff opportunities
to build relationships with legislators. Legislators also
explained the issues they expect to be part of the 2018
legislative session.

After completing a legislative tour of Holcomb
Station, Rep. Shannon Francis (R-Liberal),
center, takes part in Co-ops Vote, along with
Clare Gustin, Sunﬂower vice president member
services and external affairs, left, and Steve
Epperson, CEO Pioneer Electric Cooperative,
right. The purpose of the KEC-sponsored Co-ops
Vote event, held at the Garden City ofﬁce of
Wheatland Electric Cooperative on Oct. 3, was to
allow the public to meet legislators, inform them
about issues affecting Kansas’ electric co-ops
and explain where co-ops stand on those issues.

“These events provide a chance to give legislators more
information about our issues. It’s all about getting our
legislators to visit our member cooperatives. Legislators
are sometimes still surprised to learn that we are notfor-proﬁt utilities and that electric cooperatives are a
unique business model,” said Alex Orel, KEC manager of
government relations.
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Transmission Update:
Harper-to-Milan Project
Right-of-way clearing has been completed
along the Harper-to Milan Project route.
The project’s 75-mile, 115 kV line,
scheduled to be energized by late spring
or mid-2018, will help bring reliable
electricity to Kingman, Harper and Sumner
counties.

Walkemeyer-to-Harbinger Project
The Walkemeyer-to-Harbinger Project,
a one-mile,115 kV project located in
Stevens County, exists to interconnect the
existing Walkemeyer Substation to the
new Harbinger Substation. This project
is required by the Southwest Power Pool
(SPP) to enhance grid reliability within the
SPP footprint. Construction will begin in
late 2017.

Santa Fe Substation
The Santa Fe Substation is a part of the
multi-phase System Backbone Project.
The substation is required by SPP, as
the substation serves to enhance grid
reliability across the entire SPP footprint.
Construction of the substation will begin
in November 2017; the substation’s
scheduled in-service date is April 2018.

System Backbone Project well underway

New transmission, substations to provide enhanced reliability in 2 counties

The multi-phase System Backbone
Project is needed to ensure continued
electric reliability and support additional
electric grid demand in Finney and Gray
counties. Building the project will relieve
transmission congestion, as well as
provide local economic beneﬁts.
Phase I of the System Backbone
Project—the 9.5-mile, 115 kV Ingallsto-Bluejay line constructed in Gray
County—was energized in late
September 2017.
Planning for the construction of Phases
II and III of the project began in early
summer 2017. The two phases include
approximately 24 miles of 115 kV
transmission line running from Santa Fe
to Charleston and from Charleston to
Twin Springs. Three new substations,
two in Gray County and one in Finney
County, are also part of the System
Backbone Project.

One of the substation properties in Gray
County, site of the Santa Fe Substation,
has been acquired, with construction
slated to begin early in 2018. The
target in-service date for the substation
is June 2018. The Southwest Power
Pool (SPP), a regional transmission
organization that oversees the bulk
electric grid in 14 states, directed the
substation to be built.

and offer comments about the project.
That information was utilized by the
project team to identify the preferred
transmission route.

Meetings to inform public ofﬁcials of
the ongoing phases of the System
Backbone Project and its beneﬁts took
place in Gray and Finney counties
in August. Shortly after, letters were
sent to landowners whose properties
were located alongside the preliminary
route. Ads were also placed in local
newspapers to encourage attendance
at public open houses. Landowners
in attendance were invited to submit
information speciﬁc to their properties

Construction of the Santa Fe-toCharleston and the Charleston-to-TwinSprings lines is expected to commence
during the second or third quarter of
2018. The System Backbone Project is
scheduled for completion by late 2019.

A follow-up public open house was
held in Cimarron in September to allow
affected landowners and the public to
view the preferred route and provide
feedback.

To visit the project site to view the
project details and route map, log onto
https://www.sunﬂower.net/systembackbone-project/.backbone-project/.

Unwrap holiday energy savings, home & personal comfort
Most of us appreciate the upcoming holidays for what
they bring to our lives—family gatherings, good food,
brightly lit decorations, and maybe even the beauty of
snow blanketing the landscape. What we don’t appreciate,
however, are the increased utility bills brought on by
holiday activities and discomfort brought on by the cold.
Fortunately, there are simple, inexpensive ways to save
money and feel more comfortable without giving up the
joys of the holiday season.

added beneﬁt is that sunlight will naturally heat your home.
Don’t forget to close the curtains at night to prevent heat
loss.

Be kind to your oven. As you bake special holiday meals,
every time you open the oven door to check on their
progress, the temperature inside is reduced by as much
as 25 degrees. This forces the oven to use more energy to
return to the proper cooking temperature. Keep the door
closed as much as possible and take advantage of residual
heat for the last ﬁve to 10 minutes of baking time. If you
use a ceramic or glass dish, set your oven 25 degrees
lower than stated since these items hold more heat than
metal pans.

Use your ﬁreplace wisely. Because a ﬁreplace needs
ventilation to expel smoke produced by its fuel, a damper
must be opened to allow smoke to rise up the chimney. An
open damper, even when a ﬁre is not burning, lets warm
air out from the house. Close the doors on your ﬁreplace,
whether it is burning or not, and close the damper as soon
as the embers have died.

Utilize small appliances. The main appliances used
during the holidays are the oven and stove top. Timesaving, tasty meals are possible with a slow cooker,
microwave, toaster oven or warming plate.
Take advantage of heat from the sun. See the beauty of
the season by opening your curtains during the day. The

Lower your water heater’s temperature. Heating your
water typically accounts for 18 percent of your utility bill.
Lowering the thermostat of a water heater to 120 degrees,
down from the manufacturer’s default setting of 140
degrees, saves money.

Keep your feet warm. Make sure heating vents are open,
not blocked by stacks of magazines, furniture or other
objects. Use rugs in bathrooms, kitchen and areas with
tile or hardwood ﬂoors. The easiest way to keep your feet
warm is to slip on slippers or a pair of socks.
Best of all, these simple, common-sense practices don’t
have to be limited to the holiday season. They can save
you money and provide comfort throughout the coldest
months each year.

Coal plays vital role in companies’ generation ﬂeets
Because each fuel type for generating electricity has
both advantages and disadvantages, Sunﬂower and
Mid-Kansas Board members continue to support diverse
generation portfolios. This is the second article in a
series that gives an overview of each fuel type and
describes how it ﬁts into the Sunﬂower and Mid-Kansas
systems.
Why coal?

margin established by the Southwest Power Pool
(SPP). The capacity margin requirement helps
maintain reliability by always having more generating
supply available than is required at any given time.
• Coal is widely available and abundant. Based on U.S.
coal production in 2015, recoverable coal reserves will
last about 283 years, according to the U.S. Energy
Information Administration.

wholesale power supply rate jumped by more than 80
percent compared to previous months. The ECA, which
covers variable
costs for fuel and
market energy, was
signiﬁcantly impacted
in June because
Holcomb Station
was ofﬂine due to a
maintenance outage.

• The use of domestic coal as an energy resource
According to the Greek philosopher Heraclitus, “There
allows the United States to achieve and maintain
is nothing permanent except change.” This maxim could
Having Holcomb Station ofﬂine during a summer
energy independence.
apply to the use of coal for electricity generation. For
month when electric demand is at its highest and wind
many decades, coal was the number-one fuel source for
generation is typically at its lowest resulted in signiﬁcant
• The ability to store coal on site at coal generation
electricity generation. This changed when lower natural
shifts in transmission congestion patterns, which
gas prices, proposed environmental regulations and
increased market energy prices. Without having
the explosion of renewable technologies relegated
Holcomb available to generate energy and sell
U.S. electricity generation by energy source
coal to the number-two spot in 2015.
it into the market, Sunﬂower did not have a
Energy sources and percent shares of U.S. electricity
hedge against the shifting market energy prices.
generation at utility-scale facilities in 2016:
Despite the factors that have brought about a drop
As a result, Sunﬂower was fully exposed to the
in coal use, coal’s stability and affordability still
34% Natural Gas
5.6% Wind
0.9% Solar
market volatility and experienced the signiﬁcant
make it a valuable resource. Currently, Sunﬂower
30% Coal
1.5% Biomass
0.4% Geothermal
ECA increase. When Holcomb came back online
has 349 MW of coal capacity from Holcomb Station,
20% Nuclear
1%
Petroleum
<1% Other Gases
in late June, the ECA in July dropped back down
6.5% Hydropower
while Mid-Kansas has 173 MW from Jeffrey Energy
to near normal levels.
Center through a power purchase agreement that
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
will expire in early 2019.
Diversity in electricity generation helps Sunﬂower
and Mid-Kansas produce reliable energy at the lowest
Coal generation provides beneﬁts to Sunﬂower and Midfacilities contributes to the sustainability and continuity possible cost to our Members and the thousands of
Kansas for several reasons:
of operations during emergency conditions. Most coal
Kansans they serve.
facilities maintain at least a 30-day supply of coal
• One of the greatest advantages of coal generation
“Maintaining a diverse generation resource portfolio,
supply in on-site storage.
is its availability. When intermittent energy sources,
including fuel diversity, continues to be a fundamental
namely wind and solar, are ofﬂine due to a lack of
• Our coal units are equipped with environmental
strategy in how we manage our power supply costs and
wind or sunlight, coal units can be dispatched to meet
controls that meet state and federal requirements.
risks. Our generating resources fueled by coal remain
demand economically.
a key part of this strategy,” said Corey Linville, viceThe signiﬁcant inﬂux of wind generation in the
president power supply and delivery.
• The price of coal is very stable compared to the
region and the implementation of the SPP Integrated
Sources:
volatility of natural gas pricing. Price stability allows for Marketplace have reduced the amount of energy
“U.S. Electricity Industry’s Use of Coal Fell to Historic Low in 2015 as
coal generation to provide an effective hedge against
generated by Holcomb Station and Jeffrey Energy
Plants Closed.” www.theguardian.com.
the price of market energy, which is usually correlated Center. However, these resources continue to contribute
U.S. Energy Information Administration. “How Much Coal Is Left?” 18
to the price of natural gas.
to reliability and price stability. An example of the
April 2017.
important role played by Holcomb Station took place in
U.S. Energy Information Administration. “What Is U.S. Electricity
• Capacity from coal assets helps Sunﬂower and
June when the Energy Cost Adjustment (ECA) portion of
Generation by Energy Source?” 18 April 2017.
Mid-Kansas meet the minimum required capacity
Sunﬂower’s

One man’s faith in future
serves as guidepost for all

different then—most of the investors in the nascent
power business in Kansas were from Chicago, and
they purchased 60-70 small municipal plants all over
the state to create KP&L. Patten either saw—or was
committed to—opportunity and future prosperity to
recommend an investment of that magnitude during
those troubled economic times.

By Stuart Lowry, Sunﬂower CEO and president
Do you know where the plaque to the right is located, or
who this Albert Patten fellow is? I ﬁrst saw this plaque
ﬁve years ago. The respect conveyed by the words
moved me. For those who haven’t seen it, the plaque is
located in the “old” side of Fort Dodge Station.
Certainly, the power station would have been both an
architectural and mechanical marvel for its time—art
deco in design with state-of-the-art generators. But it’s
the time in which the sign was built that leaves me in
wonderment.
In 1932, the country was in the midst of an economic
depression like no other. My own father told me of
those hard times of growing up in nearby Meade.

Outside Dodge City in Fort Dodge Station, a sign commemorates
the vision of Albert Patten, an industry visionary who forged ahead
during tough economic times to invest in a power station.

Our work today is also based on “our faith in the future
of the great South-West.” Just like the power plant
commissioned in 1932, we are bringing convenience,
comfort and productivity to the people we serve. Patten
was never able to see the fruits of his faith—he passed
away in 1931 before the plant was completed, but the
plant and those who operated it served the generations
that followed.

Patten, the man who is honored with the plaque, was at
that time the CEO of what became Kansas Power and
Light, now Westar. Times in the industry were much

Let’s all go about our work today committed to creating
a legacy of making life better for those generations of
future western Kansans who will come along after we
are gone.

Mid-Kansas
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. . . energy done right

Transmission Update:
Harper-to-Milan Project
Right-of-way clearing has been completed
along the Harper-to Milan Project route.
The project’s 75-mile, 115 kV line,
scheduled to be energized by late spring
or mid-2018, will help bring reliable
electricity to Kingman, Harper and Sumner
counties.

Walkemeyer-to-Harbinger Project
The Walkemeyer-to-Harbinger Project,
a one-mile,115 kV project located in
Stevens County, exists to interconnect the
existing Walkemeyer Substation to the
new Harbinger Substation. This project
is required by the Southwest Power Pool
(SPP) to enhance grid reliability within the
SPP footprint. Construction will begin in
late 2017.

Santa Fe Substation
The Santa Fe Substation is a part of the
multi-phase System Backbone Project.
The substation is required by SPP, as
the substation serves to enhance grid
reliability across the entire SPP footprint.
Construction of the substation will begin
in November 2017; the substation’s
scheduled in-service date is April 2018.

System Backbone Project well underway

New transmission, substations to provide enhanced reliability in 2 counties

The multi-phase System Backbone
Project is needed to ensure continued
electric reliability and support additional
electric grid demand in Finney and Gray
counties. Building the project will relieve
transmission congestion, as well as
provide local economic beneﬁts.
Phase I of the System Backbone
Project—the 9.5-mile, 115 kV Ingallsto-Bluejay line constructed in Gray
County—was energized in late
September 2017.
Planning for the construction of Phases
II and III of the project began in early
summer 2017. The two phases include
approximately 24 miles of 115 kV
transmission line running from Santa Fe
to Charleston and from Charleston to
Twin Springs. Three new substations,
two in Gray County and one in Finney
County, are also part of the System
Backbone Project.

One of the substation properties in Gray
County, site of the Santa Fe Substation,
has been acquired, with construction
slated to begin early in 2018. The
target in-service date for the substation
is June 2018. The Southwest Power
Pool (SPP), a regional transmission
organization that oversees the bulk
electric grid in 14 states, directed the
substation to be built.

and offer comments about the project.
That information was utilized by the
project team to identify the preferred
transmission route.

Meetings to inform public ofﬁcials of
the ongoing phases of the System
Backbone Project and its beneﬁts took
place in Gray and Finney counties
in August. Shortly after, letters were
sent to landowners whose properties
were located alongside the preliminary
route. Ads were also placed in local
newspapers to encourage attendance
at public open houses. Landowners
in attendance were invited to submit
information speciﬁc to their properties

Construction of the Santa Fe-toCharleston and the Charleston-to-TwinSprings lines is expected to commence
during the second or third quarter of
2018. The System Backbone Project is
scheduled for completion by late 2019.

A follow-up public open house was
held in Cimarron in September to allow
affected landowners and the public to
view the preferred route and provide
feedback.

To visit the project site to view the
project details and route map, log onto
https://www.sunﬂower.net/systembackbone-project/.backbone-project/.

Unwrap holiday energy savings, home & personal comfort
Most of us appreciate the upcoming holidays for what
they bring to our lives—family gatherings, good food,
brightly lit decorations, and maybe even the beauty of
snow blanketing the landscape. What we don’t appreciate,
however, are the increased utility bills brought on by
holiday activities and discomfort brought on by the cold.
Fortunately, there are simple, inexpensive ways to save
money and feel more comfortable without giving up the
joys of the holiday season.

added beneﬁt is that sunlight will naturally heat your home.
Don’t forget to close the curtains at night to prevent heat
loss.

Be kind to your oven. As you bake special holiday meals,
every time you open the oven door to check on their
progress, the temperature inside is reduced by as much
as 25 degrees. This forces the oven to use more energy to
return to the proper cooking temperature. Keep the door
closed as much as possible and take advantage of residual
heat for the last ﬁve to 10 minutes of baking time. If you
use a ceramic or glass dish, set your oven 25 degrees
lower than stated since these items hold more heat than
metal pans.

Use your ﬁreplace wisely. Because a ﬁreplace needs
ventilation to expel smoke produced by its fuel, a damper
must be opened to allow smoke to rise up the chimney. An
open damper, even when a ﬁre is not burning, lets warm
air out from the house. Close the doors on your ﬁreplace,
whether it is burning or not, and close the damper as soon
as the embers have died.

Utilize small appliances. The main appliances used
during the holidays are the oven and stove top. Timesaving, tasty meals are possible with a slow cooker,
microwave, toaster oven or warming plate.
Take advantage of heat from the sun. See the beauty of
the season by opening your curtains during the day. The

Lower your water heater’s temperature. Heating your
water typically accounts for 18 percent of your utility bill.
Lowering the thermostat of a water heater to 120 degrees,
down from the manufacturer’s default setting of 140
degrees, saves money.

Keep your feet warm. Make sure heating vents are open,
not blocked by stacks of magazines, furniture or other
objects. Use rugs in bathrooms, kitchen and areas with
tile or hardwood ﬂoors. The easiest way to keep your feet
warm is to slip on slippers or a pair of socks.
Best of all, these simple, common-sense practices don’t
have to be limited to the holiday season. They can save
you money and provide comfort throughout the coldest
months each year.

Coal plays vital role in companies’ generation ﬂeets
Because each fuel type for generating electricity has
both advantages and disadvantages, Sunﬂower and
Mid-Kansas Board members continue to support diverse
generation portfolios. This is the second article in a
series that gives an overview of each fuel type and
describes how it ﬁts into the Sunﬂower and Mid-Kansas
systems.
Why coal?

margin established by the Southwest Power Pool
(SPP). The capacity margin requirement helps
maintain reliability by always having more generating
supply available than is required at any given time.
• Coal is widely available and abundant. Based on U.S.
coal production in 2015, recoverable coal reserves will
last about 283 years, according to the U.S. Energy
Information Administration.

wholesale power supply rate jumped by more than 80
percent compared to previous months. The ECA, which
covers variable
costs for fuel and
market energy, was
signiﬁcantly impacted
in June because
Holcomb Station
was ofﬂine due to a
maintenance outage.

• The use of domestic coal as an energy resource
According to the Greek philosopher Heraclitus, “There
allows the United States to achieve and maintain
is nothing permanent except change.” This maxim could
Having Holcomb Station ofﬂine during a summer
energy independence.
apply to the use of coal for electricity generation. For
month when electric demand is at its highest and wind
many decades, coal was the number-one fuel source for
generation is typically at its lowest resulted in signiﬁcant
• The ability to store coal on site at coal generation
electricity generation. This changed when lower natural
shifts in transmission congestion patterns, which
gas prices, proposed environmental regulations and
increased market energy prices. Without having
the explosion of renewable technologies relegated
Holcomb available to generate energy and sell
U.S. electricity generation by energy source
coal to the number-two spot in 2015.
it into the market, Sunﬂower did not have a
Energy sources and percent shares of U.S. electricity
hedge against the shifting market energy prices.
generation at utility-scale facilities in 2016:
Despite the factors that have brought about a drop
As a result, Sunﬂower was fully exposed to the
in coal use, coal’s stability and affordability still
34% Natural Gas
5.6% Wind
0.9% Solar
market volatility and experienced the signiﬁcant
make it a valuable resource. Currently, Sunﬂower
30% Coal
1.5% Biomass
0.4% Geothermal
ECA increase. When Holcomb came back online
has 349 MW of coal capacity from Holcomb Station,
20% Nuclear
1%
Petroleum
<1% Other Gases
in late June, the ECA in July dropped back down
6.5% Hydropower
while Mid-Kansas has 173 MW from Jeffrey Energy
to near normal levels.
Center through a power purchase agreement that
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
will expire in early 2019.
Diversity in electricity generation helps Sunﬂower
and Mid-Kansas produce reliable energy at the lowest
Coal generation provides beneﬁts to Sunﬂower and Midfacilities contributes to the sustainability and continuity possible cost to our Members and the thousands of
Kansas for several reasons:
of operations during emergency conditions. Most coal
Kansans they serve.
facilities maintain at least a 30-day supply of coal
• One of the greatest advantages of coal generation
“Maintaining a diverse generation resource portfolio,
supply in on-site storage.
is its availability. When intermittent energy sources,
including fuel diversity, continues to be a fundamental
namely wind and solar, are ofﬂine due to a lack of
• Our coal units are equipped with environmental
strategy in how we manage our power supply costs and
wind or sunlight, coal units can be dispatched to meet
controls that meet state and federal requirements.
risks. Our generating resources fueled by coal remain
demand economically.
a key part of this strategy,” said Corey Linville, viceThe signiﬁcant inﬂux of wind generation in the
president power supply and delivery.
• The price of coal is very stable compared to the
region and the implementation of the SPP Integrated
Sources:
volatility of natural gas pricing. Price stability allows for Marketplace have reduced the amount of energy
“U.S. Electricity Industry’s Use of Coal Fell to Historic Low in 2015 as
coal generation to provide an effective hedge against
generated by Holcomb Station and Jeffrey Energy
Plants Closed.” www.theguardian.com.
the price of market energy, which is usually correlated Center. However, these resources continue to contribute
U.S. Energy Information Administration. “How Much Coal Is Left?” 18
to the price of natural gas.
to reliability and price stability. An example of the
April 2017.
important role played by Holcomb Station took place in
U.S. Energy Information Administration. “What Is U.S. Electricity
• Capacity from coal assets helps Sunﬂower and
June when the Energy Cost Adjustment (ECA) portion of
Generation by Energy Source?” 18 April 2017.
Mid-Kansas meet the minimum required capacity
Sunﬂower’s

One man’s faith in future
serves as guidepost for all

different then—most of the investors in the nascent
power business in Kansas were from Chicago, and
they purchased 60-70 small municipal plants all over
the state to create KP&L. Patten either saw—or was
committed to—opportunity and future prosperity to
recommend an investment of that magnitude during
those troubled economic times.

By Stuart Lowry, Sunﬂower CEO and president
Do you know where the plaque to the right is located, or
who this Albert Patten fellow is? I ﬁrst saw this plaque
ﬁve years ago. The respect conveyed by the words
moved me. For those who haven’t seen it, the plaque is
located in the “old” side of Fort Dodge Station.
Certainly, the power station would have been both an
architectural and mechanical marvel for its time—art
deco in design with state-of-the-art generators. But it’s
the time in which the sign was built that leaves me in
wonderment.
In 1932, the country was in the midst of an economic
depression like no other. My own father told me of
those hard times of growing up in nearby Meade.

Outside Dodge City in Fort Dodge Station, a sign commemorates
the vision of Albert Patten, an industry visionary who forged ahead
during tough economic times to invest in a power station.

Our work today is also based on “our faith in the future
of the great South-West.” Just like the power plant
commissioned in 1932, we are bringing convenience,
comfort and productivity to the people we serve. Patten
was never able to see the fruits of his faith—he passed
away in 1931 before the plant was completed, but the
plant and those who operated it served the generations
that followed.

Patten, the man who is honored with the plaque, was at
that time the CEO of what became Kansas Power and
Light, now Westar. Times in the industry were much

Let’s all go about our work today committed to creating
a legacy of making life better for those generations of
future western Kansans who will come along after we
are gone.

Mid-Kansas
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Board member shares experiences of NRECA International travels

Co-op principle effects change in lives around world

For more than 50 years, NRECA International, a
philanthropic organization established by the National
Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA), has

helped provide electricity to developing countries. The
organization’s work has given more than 120 million people
in 43 developing countries access to safe, affordable and
reliable electricity, leading to improved education, water
access, healthcare, safety and economic opportunities.
NRECA International gets its support from 300 NRECA
member cooperatives that contribute time, money and
materials for the organization’s projects. Volunteers have
reported that they are often changed by the experience and
become more committed to continuing the co-op legacy.

Perry Rubart, Sunﬂower Board member representing
Pioneer Electric Cooperative, represented Kansas
cooperatives in Washington, D.C., as a member of the
NRECA board for 10 years. For seven years of his NRECA
board tenure, Rubart served on the international committee
that oversees work in countries that have little or no electric
power. Rubart’s ﬁrst-hand account of experiences in his
role (read below) reveals the critical need for the installation
of electric infrastructure, made possible by NRECA
International in communities abroad.

While in Nicaragua, I was a member of a group that went to a rural school that had
just been hooked to the power grid. We watched the children as they sat at their
homemade desks when the power was turned on. I had never seen such joy and
amazement as I saw on the children’s faces. A whole new world had come to them.

ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC
neighbors serving neighbors

A man standing nearby kept trying to get those in my group to go to a nearby
village to see the well that he and his wife had dug. When we arrived at his house,
his wife was cranking a bucket of water with a homemade wooden spool nailed
to wood pallets. A ﬁve-gallon plastic bucket ﬁlled with water ﬁnally came to the
surface. As the woman dumped the water into a plastic barrel, other villagers
gathered around to ﬁll their own buckets.
The woman told us how she and her husband had dug the deep well, an open hole
about three feet across. “He would get into the ﬁve-gallon bucket, and I would lower
him down the hole. When he had a bucket full of dirt and rock, I cranked it up to
dump the bucket and then lowered the bucket back down to him.”
According to the woman, her husband had difﬁculty getting enough oxygen when
the well got deep. However, the couple wasn’t whipped. They got a bicycle pump
that had a foot pedal attached to it, they attached a small, plastic tube to the pump,
and then the wife used the pedal to pump air down into the hole. At 145 feet, the
villagers ﬁnally struck a vein of water, which supplied the whole village with water.
My next trip was to the Philippines. Most of our work there was done by hand, as
the countryside was rough, and we had no pole trucks. One co-op subsidized its
employees’ wages with a sack of rice each month. An underground cable stretching
along the bottom of the ocean to another island 10 miles away was the only source
of power.
I also traveled to Haiti. The ﬁrst thing I saw was garbage piled in heaps along the
streets. I learned that the country’s main crop is sugarcane. It is harvested by hand,
and its juice is pressed out into plastic barrels before they are shipped to Cuba to
make rum.

Legislators learn about electric industry, Co-ops Vote campaign
Sunﬂower staff continue to advocate
on behalf of Members who supply
electricity in western, central Kansas
Sunﬂower, Kansas Electric Cooperatives (KEC) and
Wheatland Electric Cooperative hosted events for Kansas
legislators on Oct. 3. Thirteen western Kansas legislators,
along with representatives from Sunﬂower’s Member
organizations, attended the events.
The morning agenda gave attendees the opportunity
to tour the Sunﬂower facility in Garden City, as well
as Holcomb Station. Participants also watched a
transmission safety demonstration. Stuart Lowry,
Sunﬂower CEO and president, gave an update on the
cooperative’s projects and challenges.
“The electric industry is ever changing, and the changing
nature of our business brings with it both opportunities
and challenges,” Lowry said. “Rural electric cooperatives
have unique matters to address due to location and
population density. It’s important that we are proactive
in addressing those matters so that we can continue to
provide reliable energy to our Members and those they
serve. We certainly appreciate the legislators taking time
out of their busy schedules to visit our facilities and get an
update on our electric system.”

Outside the school was a water hydrant that was hooked to a water line several
miles away. It had no water pressure twice a week, as it served several villages. A
woman and her two daughters were ﬁlling containers at the well. They placed the
containers on their heads and walked without touching the containers. The mother
explained that they were from a village seven miles away. I learned the water in
their village was not safe to drink, so they walked to this well for water.

OUR MEMBER-OWNERS

Mid-Kansas

For Our Member Systems, Employees and Friends

Member Memo

Electric cooperatives abide by seven cooperative principles,
one being “concern for community.” Lineman from across
the United States exempliﬁed this principle recently when
they provided mutual aid to hurricane-ravaged states,
particularly Texas and Florida. Electric cooperatives’
concern for others doesn’t stop at U.S. borders; it extends
to countries around the world.

. . . energy done right

In the Philippines, a new roll of conductor represents hope for a better way of life with the electriﬁcation
of a community. Serving as a non-proﬁt corporation, NRECA International is committed to improving
the quality of life for rural communities in developing economies by providing access to reliable and
affordable electricity. (Photo contributed by Perry Rubart)

During our travels we visited a city where people drew water from a river. That
water was used for drinking and washing clothes, even though sewage dumped
into it. A co-op from Minnesota donated a generator, and linemen traveled there to
build three blocks of line in the middle of town. The generator ran only 10 hours a
day. Fuel had to be hauled in barrels from 50 miles away on dirt roads.
I found that the Dominican Republic was much better off. At least it had a few new
electric lines.
The stories of hardship and hope for a better future go on and on.
Traveling in the poorest of countries made me so thankful to live and work in
America. It also made me value even more the rural electriﬁcation made possible
by the REA in the United States. It is important that NRECA International continues
to help people who don’t have access to electric power. Their work certainly betters
the lives of our neighbors abroad.
Cooperative employees can get involved in the work of NRECA International by going to http://www.
nrecainternational.coop/get-involved/volunteer/ for information.

Explaining the history of Wheatland Electric Cooperative to Kansas legislators, Bruce Mueller (left), general manager, points to one of the
co-op’s historical photos displayed in the Garden City ofﬁce. The ofﬁce stop was part of a legislative tour, which included Sunﬂower’s Holcomb
Station and Garden City Complex. (Second from left to right) Sen. Rick Billinger (R-Goodland), Sen. Bud Estes (R-Dodge City), Rep. Leonard
Mastroni (R-LaCrosse), Rep. Boyd Orr (R-Fowler), and Rep. Russ Jennings (R-Lakin) were among the 13 legislators who attended the Oct. 3
tour.

Lowry reviewed the status of several projects and
discussed the struggles associated with having more
wind energy in the system than demand for electricity.
He also noted that Sunﬂower and Mid-Kansas will
continue to advocate on behalf of our Members so that
local ratepayers are not unduly burdened by the cost of
transmission to move wind energy to other regions of the
country.

Wheatland Electric Cooperative workers
demonstrate electric safety for area legislators
during the Co-ops Vote event at Wheatland’s
ofﬁce in Garden City on Oct. 3.

In the afternoon, KEC and Wheatland hosted a Co-ops
Vote event, one of six such events involving 20 Kansas
electric cooperatives. Although 2017 is not an election
year, KEC continues to build on the success of last year’s
Co-ops Vote events to give co-op staff opportunities
to build relationships with legislators. Legislators also
explained the issues they expect to be part of the 2018
legislative session.

After completing a legislative tour of Holcomb
Station, Rep. Shannon Francis (R-Liberal),
center, takes part in Co-ops Vote, along with
Clare Gustin, Sunﬂower vice president member
services and external affairs, left, and Steve
Epperson, CEO Pioneer Electric Cooperative,
right. The purpose of the KEC-sponsored Co-ops
Vote event, held at the Garden City ofﬁce of
Wheatland Electric Cooperative on Oct. 3, was to
allow the public to meet legislators, inform them
about issues affecting Kansas’ electric co-ops
and explain where co-ops stand on those issues.

“These events provide a chance to give legislators more
information about our issues. It’s all about getting our
legislators to visit our member cooperatives. Legislators
are sometimes still surprised to learn that we are notfor-proﬁt utilities and that electric cooperatives are a
unique business model,” said Alex Orel, KEC manager of
government relations.
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